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Name:  _________________________ 
SIGN IMMEDIATELY, PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

ECE RTOS Exam No. 3 (100pts.) – 25% of the final grade 

General Remarks 
This exam is closed books, open limited notes. Up to ¼-inch-thick office-clip-bonded paper-based notes are allowed.  Notes must be signed and must 
not be exchanged during the exam and will be collected with the exam. No computer, pads or cell phones.  Calculators approved for standardized tests 
are allowed.  Clearly indicate questions that you continue answering on the back.  Provide concise answer and to the point for maximum credit.  
Answers that are too long take too much time and may indicate that the author is unable to rank the importance of facts. 

DL: __ ERR: __ PTS: __ MPTS: __ MGR: __ 
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points, MPTS – total midterm points, MGR – total midterm grade. 

Question 1-2 (20pts.) 

Complete the following FreeRTOS-based code that reads a message from the queue Q1 into the 

provided variable MSG, and at the same time finds out if the queue is empty or not.  In case the queue 

is empty the function EMPTY_ON() is called once, and the attempted to read is repeated until 

successful reading. When the message is read successfully call the function EMPTY_OFF().  Remember 

that although you can wait at least 0 and at most portMAX_DELAY ticks at a single attempt to read 

from the queue you should make it as efficient as possible for other tasks that are running on the same 

system.  

void FUNCTION12(xQueueHandle Q1, message_t * MSG) { 

 portBASE_TYPE result; 

 __________ = xQueueReceive ( __________ , __________ , __________ ); 

 if ( _________ == result ) { 

  EMPTY_ON(); 

  do {  

   _________ = xQueueReceive ( __________ , __________ , __________ ); 

  } while ( _________ == result ); 

  EMPTY_OFF(); 

 } 

}  
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Question 3-4A (10pts.) 

Please recode the following formula into a formula that uses integer type numbers as small as possible 

to be compiled into efficient and very fast code for a time-critical function for an 8bit embedded 

system such as Silicon Labs 8051 family-based microcontroller. Use MISRA recommendations when 

possible. Make sure that computations do not overflow. Overflow and any code inefficiency will be 

penalized heavily! 

// we need to implement the following formula: avgxavg  75.025.0  

unsigned short int avg = 0; 

while(1) { 

  … 

  unsigned short int x = ADC0; // Note: x range is 0x0000 to 0x0FFF 

  avg = ________________________________________________________; 

  … 

Question 3-4B (10pts.) 

Please recode the following formula into a formula that uses integer type numbers as small as possible 

to be compiled into efficient and very fast code for a time-critical function for an 8bit embedded 

system such as Silicon Labs 8051 family-based microcontroller. Use MISRA recommendations when 

possible. Make sure that computations do not overflow. Overflow and any code inefficiency will be 

penalized heavily! 

// we need to use the following formula: avgxavg  75.025.0  

unsigned short int avg = 0; 

while(1) { 

  … 

  unsigned short int x = ADC0; // Note: x range is 0x0000 to 0xFFF0 

  avg = ________________________________________________________; 

  … 

Question 5 (10pts.) 
Understanding UART device driver for FreeRTOS and BU_UART.* device driver without RTOS.   

Circle all that apply. 
BU_UART.* case: uses RX interrupt uses TX interrupt uses circular buffer(s) 

FreeRTOS case: uses RX interrupt uses TX interrupt uses circular buffer(s) 

Understanding FR_UART.* - UART device driver for FreeRTOS.  Circle all cases that may happen depending on 

the driver state.   
Reading one char from UART: Reads from a buffer Reads from UART SFR/hardware 

Sending one char to UART: Writes to a buffer Writes to UART SFR/hardware 
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Question 6 (10pts.) 

Understanding FR_SERIAL.* - data block sending to/receiving from UART device driver for FreeRTOS:  

Explain briefly the mechanism that ensures that character array data sent to one UART from two 

different tasks can be transmitted without mixing up contents of two arrays.  What FreeRTOS features 

are used to ensure that?  Is sending and receiving data at this level handled together or as two 

separate operations? Why so? 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 7 (10pts.) 

Explain the principles of USB communication. What is its network topology (star, bus, point-to-point, or 

something else)? What signals travel in the USB “wires” (bit encoding)? Is the communication 

organized as peer-to-peer, point-to-point, master-slave, or something else? 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 8 (10pts.) 

Explain the principles of RS232 bus communication. What is its network topology (star, bus, 

point-to-point, or something else)? What signals travel in the RS232 “wires” (bit encoding)? Is the 

communication organized as peer-to-peer, point-to-point, master-slave, or something else? 
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Question 9 (10pts.) 

Explain the provided MISRA C subset rule and provide a code fragment that shows its violation. 

21 (required): Identifiers in an inner scope shall not use the same name as an identifier in an outer 

scope, and therefore hide that identifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Question 10 (10pts.) 

Explain the provided MISRA C subset rule and correct the provided fragment of code so that it does 

comply with this rule.  (Do not correct any other MISRA C violations!)  

81 (adv): const qualification should be used on function parameters that are passed by reference, 

where it is intended that the function will not modify the parameter 

 

 

 

 

 

 

void sendData   (   char   *   databuffer,   char   size) { … } 

 

void receiveData(   char   *   databuffer,   char   *   size) { … } 


